
     Having fitted EPAS to a 5A the next step was to fit it to our Sabre 
1800TI ( and later our SS1 1800TI )  
Taking the original column out took about 30 minutes – I had taken the 
instrument panel out before and removed the wing nuts as I did not 
consider them necessary – I had the removal off to a fine art so it was 
relatively easy for me. There is of course a difference in the length of the 
original column and the MGF column but it is small and the bigger 
problem is the difference in diameter. ( see photo 1 ). 
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The first problem is attaching the steering rod ( down to the rack ) to the 
bottom of the MGF column. I had planned to drill out the rod spline and 
clamp it to the column and drill and pin the connection but subsequently 
found that a old UJ column joint from the 6’s lower steering rod ( about 
6” long ) fitted the bottom spline of the MGF column. I cut the UJ off the 
end of the original SS1 rod, drilled down the centre about 3/4” pushed in 
the GTE UJ rod then welded it into place. Photo 2 shows the SS1 and 
internal sliding rod before the UJ was cut off – plus the external sliding 
tube. Photo 3 shows the GTE UJ fitted to the bottom of the MGF column. 
The welded “joint” between the GTE rod and the inner sliding rod is 
covered by the bulkhead rubber. This arrangement allows for the 
retention of the original sliding connection – for auto length  adjustment. 
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    Next is the most difficult part of the installation – fitting the MGF 
column to the original inverted U shaped column support metalwork. To 
allow for the extra width of the MGF column at the lower end of the U 
frame I cut with a hacksaw blade – not the easiest of jobs but necessary to 
get the widest part of the column in place. I then widened the lower end 
of the U frame – with a adjustable spanner as it was the only tool I had to 



get at it. I then found that removing the rubber bushes allowed the column 
to be clamped into the frame. The top end is not too bad being almost the 
same as the original, so the end result is also not too bad the new column 
being slightly angled downwards means that the exit is about1/2 ” lower 
than it was originally so it does not make any real difference. I clamped 
the MGF column to the U bracket with two SS jubilee clips – the widest 
and best ones I could find to buy and the column is solidly in place – no 
chance of it coming loose or moving. I did consider fitting a UJ at the 
point where the steering rod mates up with the rack in place of the rubber 
connection but decided to leave it as it is but if the rubber connection fails 
in the future then I probably will fit a UJ. Incidentally to get the column 
into place I cut a arc out of the bottom of the console – only 1” maximum 
but it made fitting a lot easier and its out of eyesight anyway.  
 
    I refitted the instrument panel, indicator stalk, ignition switch and 
cowlings. On the Sabre I had to grind a piece of the instrument panel off 
as it was fouling the column but in the SS1 it was clear – no idea why 
they were different – perhaps a slightly different panel, as I did them at 
different times I have not had the two together to compare them and the 
cowling covers the lower side of the panel so its not seen. Indicator self 
cancelling no longer works – I could not be bothered to modify it and it 
annoyed me anyway as when you are half way round a bend it stops you 
indicating – only one of our cars still has a working self cancelling 
mechanism. The column lock also does not work – to get it to work you 
can drill a hole in the MGF column to line up with the lock but as we 
have battery isolators fitted to our cars our MOT man says they are a 
viable alternative. The cowlings fitted no trouble apart from the 
indicator/wiper unit being just a little bit higher meant that I had to 
carefully cut out a bit of the cowling – around 2mm to allow the right turn 
and high speed wipers to be selected. You will have to fit a different 
steering wheel boss as the MGF splines are different from the original 
splines and depending on what sort of boss you end up with you may 
have to enlarge the hole behind the steering wheel – again not really a 
problem as its behind the steering wheel and not generally seen.  
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    Next job is fitting the EPAS control box, power relay and fuses – being 
a ( retired ) electronics engineer this for me was not a problem. The most 
obvious position for the control box is in the void to the right of the 
drivers foot well ( photo 4 ) similar to the engine ECU position in the 
passenger foot well and indeed this is a perfect place for it. The power 
relay and fuses I fitted above the control unit where the EPAS cables exit 



the void – all completely out of sight. Fitting the sensitivity potentiometer 
is easy – I fitted ours on the opposite side of the column cowling to the 
speaker – in line with the speaker position. The SS1 steering wheel has to 
be replaced of course and I have fitted the cheapest “flat” steering wheel I 
could find, flat because the MGF steering wheel being dished and deep 
ends up in your face – rather like the aussie V8 supercars – not for normal 
driving. Photo 5 shows the end result – nothing can be seen of the 
electronics or new column unless you get upside down in the drivers foot 
well. On test we find that 2/3 of the adjustable amount on the sensitivity 
control is about right for us – it gives the right amount of assistance at 
low speeds and does not noticeably affect the feel at higher speeds – of 
course you can turn if off altogether at speed and have it to maximum for 
parking – whatever you desire and suits you best. Finally I would advise 
you remove the drivers seat to do it otherwise it will take you far longer 
and make you ache much more if you try to do it with the seat in place – 
how do I know !!!. 
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The EPAS wiring drawing can be accessed under the “wiring” section of 
the site – really quite simple even for the none electric savvy ones 
amongst you. 

Peter Freeman 




